Light Fixture Access:
Under each light fixture, install a Net Zipper. We offer the HD Marine Grade Net Zippers in 2, 4 and 8 foot lengths.

Zipper Installation:
NOTE: the Net Zippers are the LAST item to be installed. Follow these instructions!
After the netting is installed and tensioned, locate the best location for the Net Zipper. This is usually under or in front of an area that requires periodic maintenance.
Install the Net Zipper using the Net Rings and Ring Tool. Run the zipper square to the netting mesh (not at an angle). Install one Net Ring in each netting mesh (every 3/4") along BOTH sides of the zipper.
After the zipper is securely fastened to the netting, open the zipper, cut the netting behind and zip up the zipper.
DO NOT CUT THE NETTING BEFORE THE ZIPPER IS INSTALLED. You’ll never get the tensioned netting back together.

Combining Zippers:
Nixalite’s Net Zippers are HD Marine grade quality with one CLOSED END and one OPEN END. To combine 2 zippers together to get lengths greater than 8ft, make sure to install the CLOSED ENDS OPPOSITE of each other. Install the zippers so the OPEN ends are butted together. Install zippers using the above steps. To open the zippers, unzip both lengths.